QualityTime-ESL Podcast 15.1
Self-Test 3 for Podcasts 11-15 Part 1

Hi! I am Marianne Raynaud from QualityTime-ESL. You are going to test yourself on podcasts 11 to 15. You will do your own evaluation of your speaking skills. It is easy. You just need a piece of paper. If your answer is correct, you will give yourself one point. If your answer is not correct, you will mark nothing on your paper. The best way and the right way to do this self-test is not to stop the podcast. If you are not satisfied at the end, you can go back and do the self-test again.

There are two parts to the test. You will listen to examples. Each example will only be given once. You will answer BEFORE I give the right answer, and mark a point if your answer is correct. Good luck!

PART 1 (Total number of points: 20)

**Example No. 1 (Points: 3)**

*I say: consider*

You say: *They considered staying another week.*

*I say: enjoy*

You say: *They enjoyed staying another week.*

Now you go on in the same way.

They enjoyed staying another week.
Imagine
They imagined staying another week.
Suggest
They suggested staying another week.
Mention
They mentioned staying another week.

**Example No. 2 (Points: 3)**

*I say: begin*

You say: *He began washing the dishes.*

*I say: finish*

You say: *He finished washing the dishes.*

Now you go on in the same way.

He finished washing the dishes.
Avoid
He avoided washing the dishes.
Stop
He stopped washing the dishes.
Dislike
He disliked washing the dishes.
Example No. 3 (Points: 4)

Now I will spell a word and you will pronounce it.
I spell: M-A-I-L
You say: mail
I spell: G-U-I-D-E-D
You say: guided

Now you go on in the same way.
C-L-I-M-A-T-E
climate
diagram
W-E-A-T-H-E-R
weather
V-I-K-I-N-G
Viking

Example No. 4 (Points: 4)

Now spell the following words that I give you. Listen to the example.

I say: Viking
You spell: V-I-K-I-N-G

Now you go on in the same way.

quality
Q-U-A-L-I-T-Y
pioneer
P-I-O-N-E-E-R
jam
J-A-M
brother
B-R-O-T-H-E-R

Example No. 5 (Points: 2)

I say: He says whatever he likes.
She
You say: She says whatever she likes.
I say: We
You say: We say whatever we like.

Now you go on in the same way.

We say whatever we like.
They say whatever they like.
He says whatever he likes.

**Example No. 6 (Points: 2)**

*I say: Be quiet! I am reviewing for my English test!*
*He*
*You say: Be quiet! He is reviewing for his English test!*

Now you go on, but be careful with the possessive pronouns: my, his, their etc.

Be quiet! I am reviewing for my English test!
She
Be quiet! She is reviewing for her English test!
We
Be quiet! We are reviewing for our English test!

**Example No. 7 (Points: 2)**

*I say: He reviews for his English test every Thursday.*
*You say: He is reviewing for his English test right now.*
*I say: She speaks French when she is in France.*
*You say: She speaking French right now.*

Now you go on in the same way.

They work together every weekend.
They are working together right now.
I play tennis once a week.
I am playing tennis right now.

*That is the end of part 1 of self-test 3. Now count the number of points you got. There is a maximum of 20 points. If you think you did well, write down your score. If you are not satisfied you can do this part of the test again. When you have finished part 1, go on to part 2.*